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SOCIALIST HIDALGO MAYOR OF PARIS IS STRUGGLING TO KICKOFF
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
WITH 4 TO 5 % OF INTENTION VOTES 

Paris, Washington DC, 16.11.2021, 00:44 Time

USPA NEWS - The Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo is the official candidate (since October 14, 2021) for the French Presidency for
2022. She went to Lille, Saturday, October 23, during the investiture convention of the Socialist Party for the presidential election of
2022, in this city in the North of France, led by Aubry party, a great Socialist (daughter of Jacques Delors), to try to get his presidential
campaign off the ground, because it is only around 4 to 5% of intentions of vote, according to the French opinion polls of Ifop and
Ipsos. (last of the list of current invested candidates). Anne Hidalgo thus presented her project of reconquest ", and promises that she
will go to the end," I am here in front of you, and I will go to the end! ", While her campaign tramples with the most polling figures. low,
less than 5% (Campaign costs are reimbursed by the State, from 10% and 1/10 for those who have crossed the 5% bar). This is why
Anne Hidalgo is trying as she does, can take off her campaign by going to Lille this weekend, alongside Martine Aubry and Bernard
Cazeneuve (Ex Minister of the Interim under the Socialist Term of Francois Hollande). This renie said thus, "We are all with you Anne"

ANNE HIDALGO CALLS FOR HELP TO HER POLITICAL SOCIALIST FAMILY WHOSE PARTY IS DISLOCKED BY THE BATTLE
OF EGOS -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Anne Hidalgo went to Lille, where dull years of the Socialist Party, like Martine Aubry, and Bernard Caseneuve, to launch an appeal for
help to her political family of the socialist partisans whose party is atomized, as the wars of ego have undermines this left-wing party,
which barely thinks of collecting 5%, at the same time, from the Ecologist Yannick Jadot, who gathers 9% and Jean Luc Mélenchon
10% of voting intentions according to the latest French political opinion (IFOP poll ). From a purely mathematical point of view, the
accumulation of saintentiosn d vote on the left including the anti environmentalists who usually in France made an alliance with the
socialist party, would total only 23%, against the rest of the intentions of quickly which would go to the Right (Xavier Bertrand The
republicans (14%) and extreme right (Eric Zemmour (17%), Marine Le Pen National Rally (14%)…. "I come to carry a project of
reconquest. This reconquest is social, this reconquest is ecological, this reconquest is democratic", explained, Anne Hidalgo the
mayor of Paris. A month and a half after declaring herself a candidate in Rouen, Anne Hidalgo, demoted behind the ecologist Yannick
Jadot and the rebellious Jean-Luc Melenchon, vegetates in the voting intentions, around 4% to 5%.

Apart from the presence of the First Secretary of the Social Party (PS), Olivier Faure, who defended Anne Hidalgo, the great leaders
of the socialist left were absent, such as the former President of the Republic Francois Hollande, Segolene Royal (Ex Minister of
Ecology and Environment), Arnaud Montebourg (Ex Minister of the Economy), Manuel Valls (Ex Prime Minister), Michel Sapin (Ex
Minister of Finance)
The Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo who manages the City of Paris or reigns more and more injustices (increase in the number of
homeless people, the number of women who have died under the blows of violence, insecurity in the streets of Paris, subjected to a
great insalubrity… and great difficulties of accessibility) nevertheless declared "I am there for the people of France, I am there, so that
after so much indifference and condescension, one does justice to him and consideration ". Anne Hidalgo also promises to put in place
a law for" the right to die with dignity ", when we know that thousands of homeless people inhabit the streets of Paris, infested with rats
in green parks, and that junkies , are similar to zombies, wander next to the shooting room, installed by herself, at the Porte de la
ViIlette ...----------------------------------------------------------------------
It all seems so contradictory and far removed from the reality experienced by Parisians who are increasingly dissatisfied with their
management of the city of the “City of Lights”. She then chained a speech that inaudible by the middle classes who suffer in Parsi,
faced with rents at exorbitant prices and of which a third (1/3) of Ile-de-France residents, (According to the survey) have decided to
leave Paris, towards pork , and to ensure there a more beautiful serenity and quality of life ... Because indeed, the speech of Anne
Hidalgo seems unfortunately only addressed to an already very privileged category, that of the Bobo Parisiens, (Bourgeois Bohemes)
whose incomes are very high, and take advantage of prestigious and cultural spots and for which the high cost of living does not seem
to pose an obstacle to their great purchasing power. "I represent what many of our opponents would like to silence: a woman, leftist, of
foreign origin, deeply European. I am those and those whose voice some seek to crush." ??Anne Hidalgo also wants to launch "a
policy for massively encourage unionism ", put in place" universal unemployment insurance ", and make mental health" a great cause
"of its five-year term. hard to convince ... and it will take much better than that to unseal the 4-5% of votes that voters devote to him



according to polls so far ... for the supreme post of the Presidency of the French Republic….TO be continued/
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